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Abstract
The generalized Debye source representation of time-harmonic electromagnetic fields
yields well-conditioned second-kind integral equations for a variety of boundary value
problems, including the problems of scattering from perfect electric conductors and
dielectric bodies. Furthermore, these representations, and resulting integral equations,
are fully stable in the static limit as ω → 0 in multiply connected geometries. In
this paper, we present the first high-order accurate solver based on this representation
for bodies of revolution. The resulting solver uses a Nyström discretization of a one-
dimensional generating curve and high-order integral equation methods for applying and
inverting surface differentials. The accuracy and speed of the solvers are demonstrated
in several numerical examples.
Keywords: Maxwell’s equations, second-kind integral equations, magnetic field integral
equation, generalized Debye sources, perfect electric conductor, penetrable media, body
of revolution
1 Introduction
In isotropic homogenous media, the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations (THME) governing
the propagation of electric and magnetic fields are given by [41]
∇× E = iωµH, ∇×H = J − iωE,
∇ · E = ρ

, ∇ ·H = 0, (1.1)
where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and ω is the angular
frequency. The electric charge is denoted by ρ and the electric current by J . The electric
permittivity and magnetic permeability are given by  and µ, respectively, and assumed to
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be piecewise constant in all that follows. It will be useful to define the wavenumber k as
k = ω√µ, and we assume that =(k) ≥ 0 as well. The implicit time dependence of e−iωt on
E, H has been suppressed.
Maxwell’s equations in the above form provide a surprisingly accurate approximation
to physical phenomena, and therefore their accurate numerical solution is of the utmost
importance in many fields, such as radio-frequency component modeling [30], meta-material
simulation [22], and radar cross-section characterizations [52]. Several computational methods
for the solution to (1.1) are used in practice, including finite difference, finite element, spectral
methods, and integral equation methods [31, 35, 37, 50]. Finite difference and finite element
methods are particularly useful when the material parameters vary in space, especially when
that variation is anisotropic.
On the other hand, when applicable – namely in complex geometries with piecewise
constant material parameters – integral equation methods have significant advantages. They
reduce the dimensionality of the problem to the boundary alone, satisfy the necessary
radiation conditions in exterior domains, do not suffer from grid-based dispersion errors
(particularly problematic at high frequencies), and are compatible with a variety of fast
algorithms, leading to asymptotically optimal schemes. Two standard problems in electro-
magnetics – scattering from perfect electric conductors and dielectric bodies – fit exactly
these assumptions [28]. While high-order accurate methods in arbitrary geometries in three
dimensions are still under active development, there are several important applications of
Maxwell’s equations in scattering from bodies of revolution [7, 20, 26, 32–34, 48], where
surface representation and quadrature are more straightforward. In this context, it is possible
to build very high-order accurate, quasi-optimal solvers using separation of variables and
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) which scale roughly as O(N3/2), where N is the total
number of unknowns needed to fully discretize the body’s surface.
Despite the applicability of integral equation-based solvers to bodies of revolution,
however, wideband solvers have yet to be implemented that are robust in the genus-one case
and in the low-frequency regime. There are two principal difficulties here: (1) constructing
high-order accurate Nyström methods (including quadrature) for the so-called modal Green’s
functions [11] is somewhat technical, and (2) existing integral equation methods suffered
from ill-conditioning due to dense-mesh breakdown and topological breakdown [12, 13, 15] in
the static limit. The algorithm of the present paper, based on the recent generalized Debye
source formulations of Maxwell fields [13, 15], overcomes both of these obstacles.
The past few years have seen several methodological developments in electrostatic and
acoustic scattering from bodies of revolution that should be noted [25, 51]. The vector-valued
case is treated in [33], but with the method of fundamental solutions [4, 17] rather than an
on-surface boundary integral discretization. In this work, we provide a thorough discussion of
the calculations required in the vector case, as it is more involved than the scalar case. There
is a substantial literature on scattering from bodies of revolution in the electrical engineering
community which we do not seek to review here. We refer the reader to the papers and
books mentioned above. We will point out relevant previous work when discussing particular
topics: quadrature, kernel evaluation, and integral equation conditioning.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the generalized Debye source
formulation of Maxwell fields on general surfaces and formulates the relevant boundary value
problems for scattering from perfect conductors and dielectric (penetrable) bodies. Section 3
derives the necessary formalism required for separating vector-valued functions in cylindrical
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coordinates on surfaces of revolution. Section 4 describes a high-order Nyström-type solver
for electromagnetic scattering. This includes a discussion of quadrature, kernel evaluation,
and surface differential application. We provide several numerical examples demonstrating
our algorithm in Section 5 and then discuss extensions and drawbacks of the scheme in
Section 6.
2 Generalized Debye sources
Classically, most integral equations for electromagnetic scattering problems have been derived
in the Lorenz gauge. More precisely, the electric and magnetic fields are represented using a
scalar potential ϕ and vector potential A [41]:
E = iωA−∇ϕ
H = ∇×A, (2.1)
with
A(x) = 1
µ
∫
eik|x−x′|
4pi|x− x′| J (x
′) dx′, ϕ(x) = 1

∫
eik|x−x′|
4pi|x− x′|
∇ ·J (x′)
iω
dx′, (2.2)
so that ∇ ·A = iωµϕ. In the case of the perfect electric conductor, using these repre-
sentations yields the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) by enforcing the condition
that the tangential electric field vanishes. The Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) is
derived from the fact that the tangential magnetic field must equal the surface current J .
By taking linear combinations of these equations, one can derive various Combined Field
Integral Equations (CFIE) [9] to avoid spurious resonances. However, unless additional
preconditioners are used [10], the EFIE and CFIE suffer from what is known as dense-mesh
low-frequency breakdown due to the division by ω in the scalar potential term, leading to
catastrophic cancellation. This can be circumvented by introducing electric charge as an
additional variable, subject to the consistency condition ∇ ·J = iωρ, which is implied by
Maxwell’s equations (1.1). In that case, we define the scalar potential as ϕ = Skρ/. Here,
Sk denotes the single-layer potential operator, as in (2.2). Additional boundary conditions
must be added because of the extra unknown, but this is straightforward. (See [44, 46, 47]
for various charge-current formulations of scattering problems.) However, as noted in the
introduction, the second form of low-frequency breakdown occurs in Maxwell’s equations,
which we refer to as topological low-frequency breakdown [13]. This form of breakdown is
characterized by increased ill-conditioning as ω → 0, with a singular limit in the static
case. The generalized Debye source representation of Maxwellian fields overcomes both, by
taking the genus into account and by using scalar variables rather than currents to avoid
catastrophic cancellation [13, 15]. (An alternative robust formulation is the Decoupled
Potential Integral Equation (DPIE) [47], which results in separate integral equations for A
and ϕ.)
For charge- and current-free regions with piecewise constant material parameters , µ, a
simple re-scaling of the equations (1.1) is useful to reduce the dependency to only a single
parameter k. To this end, we define
Etot =
√
E, Htot = √µH, (2.3)
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Figure 1: Boundary, domain, and material specifications for piecewise-constant geometries.
The THME then take the form:
∇×Etot = ikHtot, ∇×Htot = −ikEtot,
∇ ·Etot = 0, ∇ ·Htot = 0. (2.4)
where, as before, k = ω√µ. In electromagnetic scattering problems, the total fields
Etot, Htot consist of the superposition of a known, incoming field Ein, H in and an unknown
scattered field E, H:
Etot = E +Ein
Htot =H +H in.
(2.5)
Boundary conditions are enforced on the total fields, and the known incoming fields provide
data for the resulting integral equations.
In the case of multiple-material (non-conducting) penetrable scattering, the values of ,
µ in region ` will be denoted by `, µ`, and all relevant quantities will inherit the subscripts
as well (the electromagnetic fields, scalar/vector functions supported on interfaces, etc.). See
Figure 1. The parameters for the unbounded region (air or vacuum) will be denoted by 0,
µ0. In the case of exterior scattering from a collection of perfectly conducting objects, there
is only one region (the exterior) with non-zero fields, and the subscript ` can be suppressed.
We now briefly describe a representation of electromagnetic fields using generalized Debye
sources which is compatible with the multiple region configuration.
The generalized Debye source representation makes use of non-physical variables - using
both potentials (A, ϕ) and anti-potentials (Q, ψ):
E` = ik`A` −∇ϕ` −∇×Q`,
H` = ik`Q` −∇ψ` +∇×A`,
(2.6)
where the potentials are given by
A` = Sk`J`, ϕ` = Sk`ρ`,
Q` = Sk`K`, ψ` = Sk`σ`,
(2.7)
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and the layer potentials Sk` are defined on the support of their argument. Thus,
ϕ`(x) =
∫
Γ`
eik|x−x′|
4pi|x− x′|ρ`(x
′) da(x′), (2.8)
with analogous expressions defining the other potentials in terms of their vector or scalar
source densities (J`,K`, and σ`). Here, in a slight abuse of notation, ρ is not the true electric
charge, but a charge-like non-physical quantity. The tangential vector fields J`, K` and
the scalar functions ρ`, σ` are defined on the boundary of the `th region Γ` (see Figure 1),
and are responsible for representing the fields in the `th region. In order for Maxwell’s
equations to be satisfied in a source-free region, the potentials must satisfy the relations
∇ ·A` = ik`ϕ` and ∇ ·Q` = ik`ψ`. It is straightforward to show that this holds when the
currents and charges satisfy the consistency conditions:
∇Γ` · J` = ik`ρ`, ∇Γ` ·K` = ik`σ`. (2.9)
Rather than using these conditions to define ρ`, σ`, leading to catastrophic cancellation,
or adding them as additional unknowns, requiring their imposition as additional constraints,
we will construct J` and K` in such a way that (2.9) is automatically satisfied. That
construction lies at the heart of the generalized Debye formalism, and the scalar surface
densities ρ`, σ` are referred to as generalized Debye sources. Thus, we define the currents
J` and K` in terms of an explicit Hodge decomposition into divergence-free, curl-free, and
harmonic components along each Γ`:
J` = ∇Γ`αJ` + n×∇Γ`βJ` + Jh` ,
K` = ∇Γ`αK` + n×∇Γ`βK` +Kh` ,
(2.10)
where
∆Γ`αJ` = ik`ρ`, ∆Γ`αK` = ik`σ`, (2.11)
∇Γ` denotes the surface gradient, ∆Γ` denotes the surface Laplacian, and Jh` , Kh` are
harmonic vector fields on Γ`. Recall that a tangential vector field L is harmonic if it satisfies
the conditions:
∇Γ` ·L = 0, ∇Γ` · n×L = 0. (2.12)
The dimension of the linear space of harmonic vector fields on each boundary component Γ`
is simply 2g`, where g` is the genus of (the smooth) boundary Γ`. Thus, we will write
Jh` =
2g∑`
j=1
a`j h`j , K
h
` =
2g∑`
j=1
b`j h`j , (2.13)
where the h`j form a basis for the harmonic vector fields. It is the coefficients a`j , b`j that
must be determined based on boundary data. It is important to note that the equations (2.11)
guarantee that (2.9) is satisfied. One slight complication, addressed below, is that the sources
ρ`, σ` are required to be mean-zero, since the surface Laplacian is invertible only in the
space of mean-zero functions [13]. Finally, βJ` and βK` are chosen to be linear in ρ` and σ`
in a manner that depends on the precise boundary conditions of interest.
For boundary-value problems in multiply-connected geometries, the generalized Debye
approach requires a set of conditions to fix the harmonic components beyond the local
5
Figure 2: Loops spanning the interior and exterior homologies of a genus 1 surface.
boundary conditions imposed on the field quantities E, H. These (non-local) conditions
are determined by considering ng = 2
∑
` g` separate line integrals of Etot, Htot along
loops contained in Γ` which enclose interior and exterior holes – that is to say, these loops
C1, . . . , Cng must span the first homology group of Γ`. They take the general form:∫
Cj
E · dl = fj ,
∫
Cj
H · dl = gj , (2.14)
for j = 1, . . . , ng and some set of constants fj , gj . In scattering problems, the constants fj , gj
usually correspond to some functional of the incoming fields and depend, again, on the
particular boundary conditions. We will specify the precise constraints below for perfect
conductors and dielectrics. See Figure 2 for an illustration of a possible set of loops Cj in
the genus 1 case.
Remark 1. Since the generalized Debye construction enforces that the electric and magnetic
fields satisfy the Maxwell equations, it can be used in applications which do not arise
as scattering problems [16]. This is not true of many combined-field and charge-current
representations, which work in the scattering setting only because the right-hand side is not
arbitrary - it is derived from an incoming Maxwellian electromagnetic field (see, for example,
[46]).
We now turn to the particular representation used for electromagnetic fields in the
exterior of perfect conducting objects.
2.1 The perfect electric conductor (PEC)
We describe the generalized Debye representation for a single PEC object, since the extension
to multiple objects is straightforward. Along the surface Γ of Ω (a PEC), it is well known
that
n× E = 0, n ·H = 0. (2.15)
In the case of scattering from a PEC, the current-like vector fields J andK in the generalized
Debye source representation can be constructed as [13]:
J = ik
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ− n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
+ Jh,
K = n× J .
(2.16)
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Here, ∆−1Γ denotes the inverse of the Laplace-Beltrami operator (the surface Laplacian)
along Γ restricted to mean-zero functions. On the space of mean-zero functions defined
along Γ , this operator is uniquely invertible. Using this construction for J and K and
enforcing the preconditioned [37] homogeneous boundary conditions
S0∇Γ ·Etot = 0, on Γ,
n ·Htot = 0, on Γ,∫
Cj
Etot · dl = 0, for j = 1, . . . , 2g
(2.17)
yields a second-kind integral equation for ρ, σ, and Jh = ∑2g`j=1 aj hj which is uniquely
invertible for all values of k with non-negative imaginary part [13]. By construction, the
scattered fields automatically satisfy the Silver-Müller radiation conditions at infinity. Here
S0 is the zero-frequency single-layer potential operator. The system in (2.17) can be written
more explicitly as:
1
4ρ+KE [ρ, σ, aj ] = −S0∇Γ ·E
in, on Γ,
1
2σ +KH [ρ, σ, aj ] = −n ·H
in, on Γ,∫
Cj
Etot · dl = 0, for j = 1, . . . , 2g,
(2.18)
with the operators KE and KH given by
KE [ρ, σ, aj ] = ikS0∇Γ · SkJ − Ckρ− S0∇Γ · ∇ × SkK,
KH [ρ, σ, aj ] = ikn · SkK − S ′kσ + n · ∇ × SkJ ,
(2.19)
where
S ′kf(x) =
∂
∂n
∫
Γ
G(x,x′) f(x) da(x′), (2.20)
with ∂/∂n denoting differentiation in the direction normal to Γ at x and G denoting the
Green’s function for the Helmholtz equation:
G(x,x′) = e
ik|x−x′|
4pi|x− x′| . (2.21)
The operator Ck denotes the principal value part of the operator S0∆ΓSk, given by:
Ckf(x) = p.v.
∫
Γ
1
4pi|x− x′|∇Γ · ∇Γ
∫
Γ
G(x′,x′′)f(x′′) da(x′′) da(x′)
= −p.v.
∫
Γ
∇′Γ
1
4pi|x− x′| ·
∫
Γ
∇′ΓG(x′,x′′)f(x′′) da(x′′) da(x′),
(2.22)
where ∇′Γ denotes the surface gradient in the x′ variable. See [39] for a computation of a
similar operator, S0∆ΓS0 using Caldéron projectors.
In the above expression, for simplicity reasons, the dependence of J and K on the
variables ρ and σ and the coefficients aj has been suppressed. All integral operators above
are interpreted in their on-surface principal-value sense. It is worth pointing out that the
third terms in KE and KH are in fact order-zero operators with respect to the quantities J
and K. They are of order minus-one with regard to the variables ρ and σ, as can be seen
from the construction of J and K.
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Remark 2. The system of integral equations in (2.17) is uniquely invertible with the restriction
that ρ, σ (the generalized Debye sources) and the data are all mean-zero functions. Without
explicitly enforcing this condition the system is rank-one deficient, as can be seen from the
operator S0∆ΓSk (which has a null-space of rank one). In Section 4.5 we show how to
incorporate this constraint as a rank-one update to the system matrix [43].
2.2 Dielectric bodies
If the object Ω is not perfectly conducting, but rather made of a dielectric material [28],
then the interfaces between regions do not support physical current or charge sheets. The
materials merely become polarized, without the flow of charge, resulting in conditions at
interfaces based on continuity of the normal and tangential components of the electric and
magnetic fields. These boundary conditions can be written as:
[n× E] = 0, [n · E] = 0,
[n×H] = 0, [n · µH] = 0. (2.23)
Recall that the quantities D = E and B = µH are the electric displacement and magnetic
induction vector fields, respectively; it is these fields whose normal components are continuous
across interfaces [41].
As in (2.6), we can use the generalized Debye source representation to construct E, H
in each dielectric region using layer potentials supported on the interface [15]:
E` =
√
`µ` (ik`A` −∇ϕ` −∇×Q`) ,
H` =
√
`µ` (ik`Q` −∇ψ` +∇×A`) .
(2.24)
Along the boundary of each dielectric region Ω` we define tangential vector fields J`, K`
which will be constructed to automatically satisfy the continuity conditions:
∇Γ` · J` = ik`ρ`, ∇Γ` ·K` = ik`σ`. (2.25)
Let us denote by ρ`′ , σ`′ the generalized Debye sources supported on the opposite side of Γ`
(i.e. those generalized Debye sources which are responsible for generating fields in region `′).
Then, as shown in [15], the following construction of J`, K` leads to a uniquely invertible
system of second-kind integral equations. We describe the construction in the case of only
one component, Ω1, as it simplifies things greatly. The case of multiple components (and
nested components) extends straightforwardly and is detailed in [15]. To this end, define
the currents along Γ0 by:
J0 = iω
(√
0µ0∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ0 − n× 1
√
µ1
0
∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ1
)
+ Jh0 ,
K0 = iω
(√
1µ1∇Γ∆−1Γ σ0 − n× µ1
√
1
µ0
∇Γ∆−1Γ σ1
)
+Kh0 ,
(2.26)
with the (unrelated) harmonic components given by:
Jh0 =
2g∑
j=1
ajhj , K
h
0 =
2g∑
j=1
bjhj , (2.27)
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where g denotes the genus of Γ0 = Γ1. The Debye currents J1, K1 defining vector potentials
in the interior domain, Ω1, are then linearly related to the currents J0 andK0, similar to the
classic Muller integral equation [36]. Acting on tangential vector fields along a boundary Γ ,
given in their Hodge decomposition, let the linear operator U be defined as:
F = ∇Γα+ n×∇Γβ + h,
UF = −∇Γβ + n×∇Γα+ h.
(2.28)
The operator U is known as the clutching map [15], and is equivalent to U = I when acting
on harmonic components and U = n× when acting on the complement of the space of
harmonic vector fields. The interior Debye currents, J1, K1, are then given as
J1 =
√
0
1
UJ0, K1 =
√
µ0
µ1
UK0. (2.29)
This construction ensures uniqueness in the resulting integral equations.
It is important to note that by convention, we assume that Γ` and Γ`′ are oriented in
the same manner, i.e. that the unit normal vector along the boundary always points into
Ω0, the unbounded component of R3. Other conventions would merely result in a change in
some of the signs in the above formulas. Also, note that our indexing of regions is opposite
that from [15]. Here, we denote the outermost unbounded region by Ω0, as is standard in
the computational electromagnetics literature.
Next, as shown in [15], the following boundary conditions lead to a system of second-kind
integral equations that are uniquely invertible for all ω, including in the limit as ω → 0:
S0∇Γ ·
[
Etot
]
= 0,
S0∇Γ ·
[
Htot
]
= 0,[
n · √Etot
]
= 0,[
n · √µHtot
]
= 0, on Γ,∫
Cj
[
Etot
]
· dl = 0,∫
Cj
[
Htot
]
· dl = 0, for j = 1, . . . , 2ng,
(2.30)
where the contours Cj , as before, span the space of the first homology group in R3 \Ω and Ω.
The above system uniquely determines ρ`, σ`, Jh` , and Kh` . The system can be expanded
as in Section 2.1; we omit such an expansion here for clarity as there are no new operators
introduced. However, it is worth pointing out that, in what follows, we will always assume
that the incoming electromagnetic fields Ein, H in are generated only from sources located
in Ω0. In the case of the electric field and one component, the interface conditions take the
same form as before:
S0∇Γ · (E0 −E1) = −S0∇Γ ·Ein
n · (√0E0 −√1E1) = −n · √0Ein.
(2.31)
The jump conditions on the magnetic field are analogous.
In the next section, we turn to a description of a separation of variables, FFT-accelerated
solver for the PEC system (2.18) and dielectric system (2.30) in the case of a single component,
Ω, assuming it is a body of revolution.
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3 Integral equations on surfaces of revolution
The numerical solution of boundary integral equations on general smooth surfaces in three
dimensions has been an active area of research for several decades, but robust, efficient
and high-order accurate solvers are not easy to develop, mainly due to issues of surface
representation and quadrature. However, when the geometry contains rotational symmetry
about, say, the z-axis, separation of variables and Fourier decomposition can be used to turn
the problem into a sequence of boundary integral equations along a one-dimensional curve,
for which many fast and accurate numerical methods exist.
3.1 Geometry
In this section we establish the coordinate system to be used for a surface of revolution Γ ,
describe the corresponding Fourier analysis, and discuss the form taken by surface differential
operators. The scalar case has been carefully treated in [25, 51], which we extend here to the
vector-valued case. A special case of the present analysis, focusing on purely axisymmetric
solutions with applications to magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), was recently presented in [40].
We denote the usual unit vector basis in Cartesian coordinates as {i, j,k} and the usual
unit vector basis in cylindrical coordinates as {r,θ,k}:
r(θ) = cos θ i+ sin θ j i = cos θ r(θ)− sin θ θ(θ)
θ(θ) = − sin θ i+ cos θ j j = sin θ r(θ) + cos θ θ(θ) (3.1)
where we have given formulae for both cylindrical and Cartesian unit vectors in terms of the
other. These relationships will be useful in the following sections. The following addition
formulae will also be useful:
r(θ − ϕ) = cosϕ r(θ)− sinϕθ(θ)
θ(θ − ϕ) = sinϕ r(θ) + cosϕθ(θ) (3.2)
We will omit the implicit dependence (relative to i and j) of r and θ on the variable θ from
now on, unless it is explicitly required. In order to avoid confusion going forward, targets
will usually be denoted by x and sources will usually be denoted by x′. This notation will
be consistent with integrating variables as well (integrals will be performed in r′, θ′, and z′
variables).
Let the smooth closed curve γ : [0, L] → R3 be contained in the θ = 0 plane, and let
points on this curve be parameterized in arclength as
γ(s) = (r(s), 0, z(s)) , (3.3)
in cylindrical coordinates. The boundary Γ of a body of revolution Ω is then generated by
rotating γ about the z-axis. A local orthonormal basis along Γ (assuming that γ is oriented
counter-clockwise) will be denoted by {τ ,θ,n} with θ the usual cylindrical coordinate unit
vector and
τ = dr
ds
r + dz
ds
k,
n = θ × τ .
(3.4)
See Figure 3 for a depiction of the setup and relevant coordinate system.
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(a) The generating curve γ. (b) A local system of coordinates along Γ .
Figure 3: Geometry of a body of revolution.
Lastly, we note that along a surface of revolution of genus 1 (i.e. a toroidal surface), the
harmonic vector fields discussed in Section 2 are known analytically and given by
h1 =
1
r
τ , h2 = −1
r
θ. (3.5)
3.2 The scalar function case
Scalar-valued boundary integral equations on surfaces of revolution can be Fourier decom-
posed straightforwardly, as in [25, 51]. We briefly state the decomposition here, and then
discuss the vector-valued case in detail.
Along the boundary Γ of a body of revolution, a second-kind integral equation with
translation invariant kernel G takes the form:
σ(x) +
∫
Γ
G(x− x′)σ(x′) da(x′) = f(x), (3.6)
for x ∈ Γ and da(x′) = r′ dθ′ ds′. Since G is assumed to be translation invariant, this
means that G, in particular, is rotationally invariant: G(x − x′) = G(r, z, r′, z′, θ − θ′).
Expanding the solution σ and right-hand side f in terms of their Fourier series in the
azimuthal direction θ, we have:
σ(s, θ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
σm(s) eimθ, f(s, θ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
fm(s) eimθ, (3.7)
where the Fourier coefficient functions σm and fm are given by
σm(s) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
σ(s, θ) e−imθ dθ, fm(s) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(s, θ) e−imθ dθ. (3.8)
Substituting the Fourier representations for σ and f in (3.7) into the integral equation
in (3.6), and collecting terms mode-by-mode, we have the following decoupled integral
11
equations along the generating curve γ:
σm(s) +
∫
γ
σm(s′)
∫ pi
−pi
G(s, s′, θ − θ′) e−imθ′ r′ dθ′ ds′ = fm(s),
=⇒ σm(s) + 2pi
∫
γ
Gm(s, s′)σm(s′) r′ ds′ = fm(s) (3.9)
for all m, where we denote the Fourier modes of G as Gm:
G(r, z, r′, z′, θ − θ′) =
∞∑
m=−∞
Gm(r, z, r′, z′) eim(θ−θ
′)
⇐⇒ Gm(r, z, r′, z′) = 12pi
∫ pi
−pi
G(r, z, r′, z′, ϕ) e−imϕ dϕ. (3.10)
We use the notation G(s, s′, θ − θ′) = G(x− x′) when both x and x′ are located on Γ , and
likewise for the Fourier modes Gm. This separation of variables procedure has reduced the
problem of solving a boundary integral equation on a surface embedded in three dimensions
to that of solving a sequence of boundary integral equations along the curve γ, which is
embedded in two dimensions. Given an efficient method for evaluating the modal Green’s
functions Gm, performing the synthesis and analysis of σ and f using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [6] yields a very efficient direct solver for the original problem. The efficient
evaluation of Gm, for both the Laplace and Helmholtz problems, is a long-studied problem
and discussed in Section 4.2.
We now turn our attention to an analogous problem, that of Fourier decomposing a
vector-valued integral equation along a surface of revolution. While the generalized Debye
system in (2.18) is defined in terms of scalar-valued unknowns, its discretization requires the
application of layer potential operators to vector quantities. Slightly more care is required
than in the scalar case.
3.3 The vector-valued case
As in the scalar case, a second-kind vector-valued boundary integral equation with translation
invariant kernel G is of the form:
u(x) +
∫
Γ
G(x,x′)u(x′) da(x′) = f(x). (3.11)
In the electromagnetic setting, both u and f are typically tangential vector fields, so we
address that case only. Fully three-dimensional surface vector fields are encountered in fluid
dynamics and elasticity, and many of the following calculations extend directly to those
problems, albeit with components lying in the direction normal to Γ as well.
Since Γ is a surface of revolution, the tangential vector fields in (3.11) can be written in
terms of their Fourier series, component-wise, with respect to the local basis τ , θ:
u(s, θ) =
∑
m
(uτ,m(s) τ + uθ,m(s)θ) eimθ,
f(s, θ) =
∑
m
(fτ,m(s) τ + fθ,m(s)θ) eimθ.
(3.12)
Assuming that f is square-integrable along Γ , and that (3.11) is a Fredholm second-kind
integral equation, it can be shown that the solution u is also square integrable [3]. Therefore,
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the Fourier representations in (3.12) are complete. Since we have that G is rotationally
invariant, plugging the Fourier expansion for u into the integral term in (3.11) we have:∫
Γ
G(x− x′)u(x′) da(x′)
=
∫
γ
∫ pi
−pi
G(s, s′, θ − θ′)
∑
m
(
uτ,m(s′) τ (s′, θ′) + uθ,m(s′)θ(θ′)
)
eimθ
′
r′dθ′ ds′. (3.13)
We now calculate the projection of this integral onto the mth Fourier mode with respect to
the unit vectors r(θ), θ(θ). The unit vectors r(θ′) and θ(θ′) cannot be pulled outside of the
integrals, however it is a direct consequence of the addition formulas in equation (3.2) that:∫ pi
−pi
G(·, θ − θ′) r(θ′) eimθ′ dθ′ = eimθ
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) r(θ − ϕ) e−imϕ dϕ
= eimθ r(θ)
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) cosϕe−imϕ dϕ
− eimθ θ(θ)
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) sinϕe−imϕ dϕ
= eimθ
(
Gcosm (·) r(θ)−Gsinm (·)θ(θ)
)
(3.14)
where
Gcosm (·) =
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) cosϕe−imϕ dϕ,
Gsinm (·) =
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) sinϕe−imϕ dϕ.
(3.15)
Likewise, we have that∫ pi
−pi
G(·, θ − θ′)θ(θ′) eimθ′ dθ′ = eimθ
(
Gsinm (·) r(θ) +Gcosm (·)θ(θ)
)
. (3.16)
Recalling that τ = drdsr +
dz
dsk, the integral equation in (3.11) can be re-written mode by
mode for all m, and component-wise as:
r : uτ,m
dr
ds
+
∫
γ
(
Gcosm (·, s′)
dr
ds′
uτ,m +Gsinm (·, s′)uθ,m
)
r′ ds′ = dr
ds
fτ,m,
θ : uθ,m +
∫
γ
(
Gcosm (·, s′)uθ,m −Gsinm (·, s′)uτ,m
dr
ds′
)
r′ ds′ = fθ,m,
k : uτ,m
dz
ds
+
∫
γ
Gm(·, s′) dz
ds′
uτ,m r
′ ds′ = dz
ds
fτ,m.
(3.17)
The previous integral equations, while decoupled with respect to Fourier mode m and
cylindrical coordinate vector components r, θ, k, are not decoupled with respect to the
components of u, uτ,m and uθ,m. This is due to the action of the integral operator on
the local coordinate system, τ , θ, n. Depending on the exact boundary conditions, linear
combinations of the above integral equations may be taken to form an even more coupled,
second-kind system (since it is obvious that one could solve for uτ,m first, and then for uθ,m).
The main point here is to demonstrate that the vector-value case is more involved than
the scalar case, and that there are additional kernels that need to be evaluated: Gcosm and
Gsinm . Furthermore, the integral equations that we will actually be discretizing involve the
composition of layer potential operators. This case can be handled analogously.
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3.4 Surface differentials
The integral equations resulting from the generalized Debye representations make explicit use
of the Hodge decomposition of tangential vector fields, and therefore require the application of
surface differential operators. In this section we briefly give formulae for these operators along
the axisymmetric boundary Γ : the surface gradient ∇Γ , the surface divergence ∇Γ ·, and the
surface Laplacian ∆Γ . Furthermore, the construction of surface currents J and K requires
the application of ∆−1Γ . We provide the formula for ∆Γ below, and then in Section 4.3 discuss
a numerical method for inverting it. In order to somewhat simplify the resulting expressions,
we assume that the generating curve γ of the boundary Γ is parameterized by arclength s.
Similar formulae with arbitrary parameterizations or curvilinear coordinates can be found
in most differential geometry or mathematical physics texts, see for example [18, 37].
Let f(s, θ) = g(s) eimθ be a scalar function defined on Γ and
F (s, θ) = (Fτ (s) τ + Fθ(s)θ) eimθ
be a vector field tangential to Γ . We then have the following three expressions for the surface
differentials:
∇Γ,mf = ∂f
∂s
τ + im
r
f θ,
∇Γ,m · F = ∂Fτ
∂s
+ 1
r
∂r
∂s
Fτ +
im
r
Fθ,
∆Γ,mf =
∂2f
∂s2
+ 1
r
∂r
∂s
∂f
∂s
− m
2
r2
f.
(3.18)
The on-surface quantity ∇× F , where ∇× denotes the three-dimensional curl operator, can
be computed for the tangential F above by using the standard curl in cylindrical coordinates
along with the relationships:
r = dr
ds
τ + dz
ds
n, k = dz
ds
τ − dr
ds
n. (3.19)
4 A high-order solver
In this section we detail the various parts of the solver, including the efficient numerical
evaluation of the modal Green’s functions, application of the surface differentials, inversion
of the surface Laplacian, and stable evaluation of the auxiliary boundary conditions required
by the Debye formulation. The resulting linear systems, one for each Fourier mode, are then
solved directly using LAPACK’s dense LU routines. This part of the computation is not a
dominant one, so no large effort was made to accelerate it. First, we describe the Nyström
discretization of the integral equation.
4.1 Nyström discretization
We restrict our examples in this work to integral equations along smooth boundaries Γ of
genus one. As a consequence, the generating curve γ, is represented by a smooth periodic, R2-
valued function. The resulting integral equations along γ are discretized at equispaced points,
and the resulting weakly-singular quadrature is performed using hybrid Gauss-Trapezoidal
quadratures [2]. These quadrature rules are designed for logarithmic singularities; while the
fully three-dimensional Green’s function for the Helmholtz equation has a 1/r singularity,
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each of the modal Green’s functions only has a logarithmic singularity (as can be seen from
their special function representations [8, 11]), and therefore high-order accuracy can be
obtained using these rules. A thorough discussion of these quadrature rules, and Nyström
discretization in general, is contained in [24], along with a comparison with other methods.
Using this discretization method, a continuous integral equation of the form
σ(s) +
∫
γ
K(s, s′)σ(s′) ds′ = f(s), (4.1)
is approximated by the finite dimensional system
σj +
2piL
N
∑
k 6=j
wjkK(sj , sk)σk = f(sj), for j = 1, . . . , N, (4.2)
where L is the length of γ, the wjk are the quadrature weights for the Gauss-Trapezoidal
rule, and σj is an approximation to the true solution σ(sj). The discretization points are
given as sj = (j − 1)L/N .
In the case of an iterated integral, as in our case, each operator is discretized separately
and the resulting dense matrices are directly multiplied together. For example, the continuous
integral equation
σ(s) +
∫
γ
K2(s, s′)
∫
γ
K1(s′, s′′)σ(s′′) ds′′ ds′ = f(s), (4.3)
is approximated by the finite-dimensional system
σj +
2piL
N
∑
k 6=j
wjkK2(sj , sk)
2piL
N
∑
k′ 6=k
wkk′ K1(sk, sk′)σ′k = f(sj), for j = 1, . . . , N.
(4.4)
Lastly, we note that in the numerical experiments contained in Section 5 the integral
equations for the generalized Debye systems are only discretized using an odd number of
points along the generating curve. This avoids a spurious null-space issue arising from the use
of trapezoidal-based discretization schemes for Cauchy or Hilbert-type integral operators, i.e.
the null-space associated with the alternating-point trapezoidal rule [42]. Integral operators
of this form arise in the generalized Debye formulation due to the presence of surface
gradients and surface divergences. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the discretization of
iterated Hilbert-like integral operators, as those in (2.22), requires repeated application of the
Gauss-Trapezoidal quadrature rule. Since this rule is a symmetric one, each integral operator
is accurately discretized, and therefore so is the composition. The analogous problem on
fully 3D surfaces requires extra care as well [5].
We now turn to the evaluation of the modal Green’s functions.
4.2 Modal Green’s function evaluation
The modal separation of variables calculation for integral equations along surfaces is valid
for any rotationally invariant Green’s function G. Here we detail the precise calculations
that are necessary when G is the Green’s function for the Helmholtz equation:
G(x,x′) = e
ik|x−x′|
4pi|x− x′| . (4.5)
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Evaluation of the so-called modal Green’s functions has received varying degrees of attention
over the past several decades, ranging from brute-force integration to FFT-based methods [20,
51], as well as singularity subtraction [25], exact special function expansions [11], and contour
integration [23]. While contour integration for small modes m is an attractive option due
to the efficiency of the resulting schemes, constructing deformations that yield accurate
results for higher modes is difficult, if not intractable. Our evaluation scheme is based on
the observations in [25], with some additional numerical details filled in.
Switching to cylindrical coordinates and expanding in Fourier series,
G(x,x′) =
∞∑
m=−∞
Gm(r, z, r′, z′) eim(θ−θ
′), (4.6)
where it is obvious that for x 6= x′:
Gm(r, z, r′, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
G(r, z, r′, z′, ϕ) e−imϕ dϕ. (4.7)
Trivially, since G is an even function, it is a function of cosϕ, and therefore G−m = Gm.
Furthermore, in fact, in the electro-/magneto-statics cases when ω = 0, the Fourier modes can
be calculated explicitly in terms of Legendre functions of the second kind of half-order [8, 38],
1
4pi|x− x| =
1
4pi2
√
rr′
∑
m
Qm−1/2(χ) eim(θ−θ
′), (4.8)
where χ > 1 is given by
χ = r
2 + r′2 + (z − z′)2
2rr′ . (4.9)
Here we are using notation consistent with previous discussions of these functions [8, 51]. In
the general case, ω 6= 0, we begin by expanding the integral representation of Gm as
Gm(r, z, r′, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
eik
√
r2+r′2−2rr′ cosϕ+(z−z′)
4pi
√
r2 + r′2 − 2rr′ cosϕ+ (z − z′) e
−imϕ dϕ
= 18pi2R0
∫ pi
−pi
eiκ
√
1−α cosϕ
√
1− α cosϕ e
−imϕ dϕ
(4.10)
where the parameters κ, α, and R0 are given by
κ = kR0, α = 2rr′/R20,
R20 = r2 + r′2 + (z − z′)2,
(4.11)
and we use ϕ = θ − θ′ to denote the difference in azimuthal angle. In this form, it is
obvious that any numerical scheme for evaluating Gm will depend on three parameters: κ,
α, and m, with α being the parameter which determines the growth of the integrand near
ϕ = 0 (α = 1 corresponds to the singularity in the Green’s function). Based on several
numerical experiments performed in quadruple precision using the Intel Fortran compiler,
and the methods developed in [25, 51], the following scheme provides near machine accuracy
evaluation of the sequence G−M , . . . , GM in roughly O(M logM) time using the FFT:
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For 0 ≤ α < 1/1.005 ≈ .995: These values of α correspond to sources and
targets that are reasonably well-separated, and therefore the integrand in (4.10)
is relatively smooth. For fixed κ, α, and R0, the integral in (4.10) can be
discretized using the periodic trapezoidal rule and the kernels G−M , . . . , GM and
their gradients can be computed using an L-point FFT, where L depends on κ
and M , i.e. the frequency content of the integrand. If |κ| ≤ 256, a 1024-point
FFT obtains near double precision accuracy in this regime. If |κ| > 256, an
L-point FFT, with L ≥ 2log2 |κ|+2, obtains near double precision accuracy. Of
course, L must be chosen large enough, with L > 2M , in order to compute
G−M , . . . , GM . In practice, M is usually much smaller than the value of L
computed using the above estimates.
For 1/1.005 ≤ α < 1: In this case, the source and target are relatively near to
each other and the integrand in (4.10) is nearly singular. In this case, we follow
the method of [25] and rewrite the integral as
Gm(r, z, r′, z′) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
cos(iκ
√
1− α cosϕ) + i sin(iκ√1− α cosϕ)
4piR0
√
1− α cosϕ e
−imϕ dϕ.
Letting
Hc(ϕ;κ, α) = cos(κ
√
1− α cosϕ)√
1− α cosϕ , H
s(ϕ;κ, α) = sin(κ
√
1− α cosϕ)
κ
√
1− α cosϕ ,
we now note that Hs is a very smooth function of ϕ, even as α → 1. Its
Fourier modes can be computed using a modestly sized FFT, with size at most
proportional to κ.
The Fourier modes of Hc can be computed as the linear convolution of the
Fourier modes of cos(κ
√
1− α cosϕ) and the Fourier modes of 1/√1− α cosϕ.
The former modes can be computed with the FFT, and the latter functions
are known analytically: they are proportional to Qm−1/2, as in (4.8). This
method for evaluating Gm was introduced in [51]. See [6] for more information
on computing linear convolutions with the FFT.
We will not discuss the first case, when 0 ≤ α < 1/1.005, as the numerical evaluation
is as simple as applying the FFT. However, there are some details which we will highlight
concerning the more difficult case, when 1/1.005 ≤ α < 1. In order to compute Hc via
linear convolution of Qm−1/2 with the Fourier modes of cos(κ
√
1− α cosϕ), one must first
evaluate the functions Qm−1/2(χ). The domain of relevance for these functions is (1,∞),
and they exhibit log-type singularities at χ = 1. These functions must be computed via
backward-recurrence using Miller’s algorithm, as they are the recessive solution of the pair
Pm−1/2, Qm−1/2 with respect to the index m [21]. Letting λ =
√
2/(χ+ 1), the first two
functions in this sequence are given explicitly in terms of elliptic integrals [38]:
Q−1/2(χ) = λK(λ), Q1/2(χ) = χλK(λ)−
√
2(χ+ 1)E(λ), (4.12)
where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first- and second-kind, respectively
(in the notation of [38]). Subsequent terms obey the three-term recurrence
Qm+1/2(χ) = 2χ
2m
2m+ 1Qm−1/2(χ)−
2m− 1
2m+ 1Qm−3/2(χ). (4.13)
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Table 1: Sizes of forward recurrences that can be used for various values of χ to compute Qm−1/2(χ)
before significant loss of precision is encountered (more than 10−13 in absolute precision).
χ maxm
(1.0, 1.00000005] 12307
(1.00000005, 1.0000005] 4380
(1.0000005, 1.000005] 1438
(1.000005, 1.00005] 503
(1.00005, 1.0005] 163
However, for values of χ ≈ 1, near the singularity, an excessive number of terms is required
in order to run the forward recurrence sufficiently far in Miller’s algorithm. For these values,
the forward recurrence is only mildly unstable and can be used with care. Table 1 provides
estimates on the number of terms that can be computed using the forward recurrence
before values lose more than 2 digits in absolute precision. Using the fact that the Qm−1/2’s
form a decreasing sequence, i.e. Qm+1/2 < Qm−1/2, the values in Table 1 were obtained
experimentally and set to be the index m at which (numerically, in double precision)
Qm+1/2 > Qm−1/2. This point in the sequence indicates when loss of numerical precision
begins. For values of χ > 1.005, Miller’s algorithm only requires only a few flops per Qm−1/2
for nearly full double-precision.
Gradients of Gm can be computed analytically using the integral representation, and
then evaluated using the previously discussed methods. Using FFTs of the same size as when
evaluating Gm almost always provides commensurate accuracy. Some sophistication can be
used when computing derivatives, as it involves products of several terms. It is efficient to
compute Fourier modes for each term and then compute the overall convolution using the
FFT. See [25, 51] for formulas regarding the gradients of Gm and Qm−1/2.
Furthermore, the additional kernels required in the vector case, Gcosm and Gsinm , can be
directly evaluated as
Gcosm =
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) cosϕe−imϕ dϕ
=
∫ pi
−pi
G(·, ϕ) e
iϕ + e−iϕ
2 e
−imϕ dϕ
= 12 (Gm+1 +Gm−1) ,
Gsinm =
1
2i (Gm+1 −Gm−1) .
(4.14)
We now describe numerical tools related to surface differentials along Γ .
4.3 Application of differentials
Using the generalized Debye source representation requires the discretization of several
surface-differential operators, namely ∇Γ ·, ∇Γ , and ∆Γ . Integration by parts along Γ
allow for all composition of differential and layer-potential operators to be constructed as
pseudo-differential operators of (at most) order-zero by direct differentiation of the Green’s
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function. For example, along Γ ,
S0∇Γ · J(x) =
∫
Γ
G0(x,x′)∇′Γ · J(x′) da(x′)
= −
∫
Γ
∇′ΓG0(x,x′) · J(x′) da(x′),
(4.15)
where ∇′Γ denotes the surface gradient and ∇′Γ · denotes the surface divergence with respect
with respect to the variable x′. Likewise,
S0∆ΓSkρ(x) = S0∇Γ · ∇ΓSkρ(x)
= −
∫
Γ
∇′ΓG0(x,x′) ·
∫
Γ
∇′ΓGk(x′,x′′) ρ(x′′) da(x′′) da(x′)
(4.16)
Using these identities, and the following construction of the operator ∇Γ∆−1Γ , it is possible
to build the discretized system matrix without any numerical differentiation, despite the
presence of so many surface differential operators.
When using the generalized Debye source representation, as described in Section 2.1,
to construct the surface vector fields J , K from the sources ρ, σ it is necessary to apply
the inverse of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆Γ . On a general surface, this is rather
complicated and a topic of ongoing research [19, 27, 39]. However, on a surface of revolution,
the procedure is reduced to solving a series of uncoupled ODEs with periodic boundary
conditions. In order to evaluate α = ∆−1Γ f we instead solve the forward problem
∆Γα = f,∫
Γ
αda = 0,
(4.17)
where it is assumed that f is a mean-zero function. On a surface of revolution, this can
be reduced to a sequence of uncoupled variable coefficient constrained ODEs, one for each
mode m: (
∂2
∂s2
+ 1
r
∂r
∂s
∂
∂s
− m
2
r2
)
αm = fm,∫
γ
αm r ds = 0,
(4.18)
where, as before,
α(s, θ) =
∑
m
αm(s) eimθ, f(s, θ) =
∑
m
fm(s) eimθ, (4.19)
and r = r(s) denotes the r-coordinate along the generating curve γ. As mentioned before,
the surface Laplacian is uniquely invertible as a map from mean-zero functions to mean-zero
functions [13]. This mean-zero constraint is automatically satisfied for right-hand sides
fm with m 6= 0, and the ODE portion of (4.18) is invertible. For rotationally symmetric
functions f0, the integral constraint in (4.18) must be explicitly enforced, as the ODE is not
invertible (trivially, the linear differential operator has a null-space of constant functions).
One option for solving this system is to discretize ∆Γ pseudo-spectrally as in [27] and invert
the resulting dense matrix. This procedure may suffer from ill-conditioning when γ requires
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many discretization points. Alternatively, letting um = d2αm/ds2, this ODE can formally
be rewritten as a second-kind integral equation with periodic boundary conditions:
um +
1
r
∂r
∂s
∫
um ds− m
2
r2
∫∫
um ds
′ ds = fm,
um(0) = um(L),
dum
ds
(0) = dum
ds
(L).
(4.20)
Here, we denote by
∫
u ds the (mean-zero) anti-derivative of u. The previous integral
equation can be solved for um by using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and enforcing
the proper integral constraint explicitly on u0. See [45] or [49] for a discussion of methods
for solving ODEs with periodic boundary conditions.
Once um (or its Fourier series) has been computed, αm and its first derivative can
be easily and stably computed in the Fourier domain by division of the mode number.
Both αm and its first derivative are needed to compute its surface gradient, as per the
surface differential formulas in (3.18).
4.4 Auxiliary conditions for surfaces of nontrivial genus
The generalized Debye formulation for scattering from genus 1 (or higher) objects involves a
finite set of integral constraints on field quantities in order to fix the projection of J , K onto
harmonic vector fields, as per the Hodge decomposition in (2.10). In the case of scattering
from a genus 1 PEC, we enforce the additional constraints∫
CA
Etot · dl = 0,
∫
CB
Etot · dl = 0, (4.21)
where the loops CA and CB are shown in Figure 2. These integral conditions come from
the fact that along the surface of a PEC, it must be the case that n× E = 0 pointwise; in
particular, this means that any line integral of the tangential components of the electric field
must be zero. In the case of scattering from a penetrable object of genus 1, four additional
constraints must be enforced:∫
CA
[
Etot
]
· dl = 0,
∫
CB
[
Etot
]
· dl = 0,∫
CA
[
Htot
]
· dl = 0,
∫
CB
[
Htot
]
· dl = 0.
(4.22)
We provide details for discretizing the integrals in (4.21), as the integrals in the dielectric
case are identical. Along general complex surfaces embedded in 3D, the computational task
of finding loops must first be performed, and then the loops must be discretized. However,
given that our scattering geometry is a body of revolution, in the local coordinate system
τ ,θ,n along Γ these integrals can be rewritten as:∫
CA
E · τ ds = −
∫
CA
Ein · τ ds,∫
CB
E · θ dθ = −
∫
CB
Ein · θ dθ.
(4.23)
Trivially, if Etot were decomposed into Fourier modes in the azimuthal direction, then
only the m = 0 mode would contribute to the line integrals along CB. However, this is not
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the case for integrals along CA. In this case, it is likely that all Fourier modes of Etot (in the
variable θ) contribute to the line integral. This is not convenient for a separation of variables
solver because it effectively couples the modal integral equations (due to the fact that the
harmonic vector fields along Γ only generate purely axisymmetric fields). These auxiliary
conditions are needed to prove uniqueness results for the systems of Fredholm equations that
we solve below. The uniqueness argument continues to apply if the line integral conditions
on CA in (4.21) and (4.23) are replaced by a surface integral that effectively integrates out
the contribution from all non-zero Fourier modes:∫
Γ
Etot · τ da = 0. (4.24)
In what follows this is the condition that we will use.
Consider now the integrals over a B-cycle. As k → 0, if the incoming field Ein, H in
is due to sources exterior to a ball containing Ω, then the circulation of Ein along CB is
O(k)→ 0. Indeed, by application of Maxwell’s equations and Stokes’s Theorem,∫
CB
Ein · θ ds = −
∫
SB
ikH in · da, (4.25)
where SB is a spanning surface (in the exterior of Ω) with boundary CB. As discussed
in [14, 15], the same is true for the scattered field:∫
CB
E · θ dθ ∼ O(k). (4.26)
As a result of this scaling, difficulties arise in accurately discretizing the circulation of E
along CB as both the integral and the data tend to zero. Without care, catastrophic
cancellation can result in a loss of accuracy due to ill-conditioning of the system matrix.
In the case of the MFIE, this ill-conditioning can be avoided by adding a constraint on
the vector potential A itself (see [14]). In the generalized Debye case, however, we are using
non-physical variables and need to stabilize the problem using E and/or H themselves. For
this, following the discussion of [14], we denote by E(k) the electric field generated by the
Debye sources ρ, σ and currents J , K with wavenumber k:
E(k) = ikSkJ −∇Skρ−∇× SkK. (4.27)
Furthermore, from (4.26), we see that
lim
k→0
∫
CB
E(k) · θ dθ =
∫
CB
E(0) · θ dθ = 0. (4.28)
Using this fact, note that for any k > 0,
1
k
∫
CB
E(k) · θ dθ = 1
k
(∫
CB
E(k) · θ dθ −
∫
CB
E(0) · θ dθ
)
=
∫
CB
(
E(k)−E(0)
k
)
· θ dθ
=
∫
CB
(
E(k)−E(0)
k
)
· θ dθ
=
∫
CB
Ediff · θ dθ,
(4.29)
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where
Ediff = iSkJ − i∇× Sk
(
∇Γ∆−1Γ ρ− n×∇Γ∆−1Γ σ
)
−∇× 1
k
(Sk − S0)KH . (4.30)
While catastrophic cancellation (in relative precision) occurs in computing the B-cycle
circulation of E, the same circulation of Ediff is O(1) and can be computed stably as long
as care is taken in evaluation of the difference operator:
Sdiff = 1
k
(Sk − S0) . (4.31)
For small values of k|x−x′|, expanding the numerator of the Green’s function in a Taylor series
and taking the first several terms achieve near machine precision. With this computation,
instead of enforcing the circulation condition
∫
CB
Etot we instead enforce the identical
condition: ∫
CB
E(k)−E(0)
k
· dl = −1
k
∫
CB
Ein · dl
= 1
k
∫
SB
∇×Ein · da
= −i
∫
SB
H in · da,
(4.32)
where SB is the spanning surface for the cycle CB. In the case of a body of revolution,
the surface SB is easily discretized using the trapezoidal rule in θ and Gauss-Legendre
quadrature in r. This provides as spectrally accurate scheme for computing the right-hand
side as the incoming data is assumed to be smooth.
Next, we describe the full multi-mode direct solver for computing the full electromagnetic
scattering problem.
4.5 A direct solver
Using the above numerical machinery, a full system matrix discretizing each modal integral
equation can be constructed. We describe this process in detail for the PEC case. The
dielectric problem is analogous but somewhat more involved. Let N denote the number of
discretization points along the generating curve γ and M/2 denote the maximum Fourier
mode required in the azimuthal direction. The surface Γ is then sampled using an N ×M
tensor-product grid in [0, L]× [0, 2pi]. The fully 3D incoming fields
Ein = Einx i+ Einy j + Einz k
H in = H inx i+H iny j +H inz kg
(4.33)
are sampled on this grid and converted to a cylindrical coordinate vector field:
Ein = Einr r + Einθ θ + Einz k
H in = H inr r +H inθ θ +H inz k.
(4.34)
The Fourier series of each of these cylindrical components is computed via an FFT so that:
Einr =
M/2∑
m=−M/2
Einr,m e
imθ, Einθ =
M/2∑
m=−M/2
Einθ,m e
imθ, Einz =
M/2∑
m=−M/2
Einz,m e
imθ, etc. (4.35)
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The mode-by-mode tangential projections in the local orthonormal basis, following the
notation in (3.12), are then computed as:
Einτ,m =
dr
ds
Einr,m +
dz
ds
Einz,m, H
in
τ,m =
dr
ds
H inr,m +
dz
ds
H inz,m,
Einθ,m =
dz
ds
Einr,m −
dr
ds
Einz,m, H
in
θ,m =
dz
ds
H inr,m −
dr
ds
H inz,m.
(4.36)
For each mode m = −M/2, . . . ,M/2, the projection of the data S0∇Γ ·Ein onto the mth
Fourier mode in θ is computed as:(
S0∇Γ ·Ein
)
m
=
(∫
Γ
G0(x,x′)∇Γ ·Ein(x′) da(x′)
)
m
=
(
−
∫
Γ
∇′ΓG0(x,x′) ·Ein(x′) da(x′)
)
m
= −2pi
∫
γ
(
dG0m
ds′
(s, s′)Einτ,m(s′)−
im
r′
G0m(s, s′)Einθ,m
)
r′ ds′,
(4.37)
where for x and x′ on Γ ,
G0(x,x′) = 14pi|x− x′| and G
0(x,x′) =
∑
m
G0m(s, s′) eim(θ−θ
′). (4.38)
The mth Fourier mode of the scalar data n · H in is denoted by H inn,m. A sequence of
decoupled integral equations on γ can then be solved for each mode. For this, we expand
the Debye sources as
ρ(s, θ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
ρm(s) eimθ, σ(s, θ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
σm(s) eimθ. (4.39)
For m 6= 0, we define Jm,Km by
Jm(s) = ik
(
∇Γ,m∆−1Γ,mρm − n×∇Γ,m∆−1Γ,mσm
)
Km(s) = n× Jm(s).
For J0,K0, we must include the contributions of the harmonic vector fields:
J0(s) = ik
(
∇Γ,0∆−1Γ,0ρ0 − n×∇Γ,0∆−1Γ,0σ0
)
+ a1h1 + a2h2,
K0(s) = n× J0(s),
where the basis vectors h1,h2 are given by (3.5). For m 6= 0, we solve the Nyström
discretization of the system
1
4ρm + ikS0,m∇Γ,m · Sk,mJm − S0,m∆Γ,mSk,mρm + S0,m∇Γ,m · ∇ × Sk,mKm =
(
S0∇Γ ·Ein
)
m
1
2σm + ikn · Sk,mKm − S
′
k,mσm + n · ∇ × Sk,mJm = H inn,m,
(4.40)
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for the unknowns ρm and σm. The differential operators here are given in (3.18) and the
integral operators Sk,m are defined by
Sk,mf(s) = 2pi
∫
γ
Gm(s, s′) f(s′) r′ ds′, (4.41)
with Gm the Fourier modes of G in (4.5). It is implied that each of the layer potential
operators above has been discretized using an N -point Nyström scheme with hybrid Gauss-
trapezoidal quadrature corrections [2].
For the m = 0 case, we have two additional unknowns (the coefficients a1, a2 of the
harmonic vector fields), and we augment the system of equations (4.40), following [15], with
the constraints ∫
Γ
Eτ,0 da = −
∫
Γ
Ein · τ da,
2pirB
Eθ,m(k)− Eθ,m(0)
k
= −i
∫
SB
H in · da.
(4.42)
Here, rB denotes the radius of the B-cycle, CB. The functions Eθ,m(k) ,Eθ,m(0) are assumed
to be evaluated at the point along the generating curve which corresponds to CB.
5 Numerical examples
In this section, we provide several numerical examples to demonstrate the efficiency and
accuracy of the electromagnetic scattering solvers described in this work. The code was
implemented using a mixture of Fortran 77/90, compiled with the Intel Fortran Compiler,
and linked against the Intel MKL libraries for low-level linear algebra routines. Minimal
efforts were made to parallelize the system matrix assembly using OpenMP directives, but
no fine-grained optimizations were made. Unless otherwise noted, examples were run on a
workstation with 32 Intel Xeon Gold 6130 cores at 2.1GHz with 512GB of shared memory.
Plots of 3D images were created in Paraview [1].
In each of the examples, an estimate of the resolution of the geometry is provided. This is
an estimate of how accurately the parameterization of the geometry and its derivatives have
been approximated in the discretization. If r1, . . . , rn denotes a sample of the r-component
of the geometry (in arclength), then the resolution of the r-component is estimated as follows.
First, we compute the discrete Fourier transform of the sequence:
rˆk =
1
n
n/2∑
j=−n/2
rj e
−2piijk/n, for k = −n/2, . . . , n/2. (5.1)
Letting ‖rˆ‖ denote the `2 norm of rˆ, the resolution of the sampling r1, . . . , rn is estimated as
Res r =
√∑−n/2+3
−n/2 |rˆk|2 +
∑n/2
n/2−3 |rˆk|2
‖rˆ‖ . (5.2)
This estimate, Res r, computes the energy located in the tail of the Fourier series of r.
Examining the last four positive and negative terms is a robust heuristic, and other estimates
could certainly be used. For each geometry, the above estimate is computed for each
component of γ and γ′, where as before, γ denotes the generating curve of the full surface
Γ . The resolution of Γ , ResΓ , is taken to be the maximum value of these four individual
resolutions.
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5.1 Convergence results
In our first set of examples, the accuracy of the solver is demonstrated by testing against an
exact solution. Exact solutions to Maxwell’s equations in the exterior (or interior) of the
object Ω can be generated by placing a small current loop in the interior (or exterior). By
solving the Debye source integral equation with the corresponding boundary data, we can
evaluate the field at an arbitrary point and compare with the known, exact solution. For
the exact solution, we define the field due to a counter-clockwise oriented current density
supported on a horizontal loop centered at c0 with radius r0 as:
Hex(x) = ∇×
∫ 2pi
0
eik|x−c0−r0r(θ)|
|x− c0 − r0r(θ)|
θ(θ)
2pir0
dθ,
Eex(x) = i
k
∇×Hex(x),
(5.3)
with r, θ denoting the unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates. The above fields can easily be
evaluated using analytic differentiation combined with a trapezoidal discretization of the
resulting integrals.
In the following tables reporting convergence results, N denotes the number of discretiza-
tion points used along the generating curve, L denotes the number of points in the azimuthal
direction, M = NL, t denotes the solution time in seconds (not including the evaluation
of the incoming field along the surface), tGm denotes the time (in seconds) required to
evaluate all the modal Green’s functions, and the error reported is the relative `2 error in
the computed field and the known field on a sphere, as estimated via 50 points equispaced
in θ and ϕ:
Err(E) =
∑
i ‖E(xi)−Eex(xi)‖2∑
i ‖Eex(xi)‖2
. (5.4)
Lastly, λ denotes the wavelength of the driving field, i.e. λ = 2pi/k. The sample geometries
for the perfect electric conducting case are shown in Figure 4. The test geometries and data
for verifying the convergence of the dielectric problem are shown in Figure 5. Convergence
results are reported in Tables 2 and 3.
The geometry used in the convergence studies for the PEC case is given by:
x(s, t) = (2 + cos t) cos s
y(s, t) = (2 + cos t) sin s
z(s, t) = 2 sin t
(5.5)
for s, t ∈ [0, 2pi). The geometry used in the convergence studies for the dielectric case is
given by:
x(s, t) = (3 + 2.5 cos t) cos s
y(s, t) = (3 + 2.5 cos t) sin s
z(s, t) = sin t
(5.6)
for s, t ∈ [0, 2pi).
In the perfectly conducting examples, the error was computed on a sphere of radius
5 centered at the origin (and therefore exterior to, and enclosing the scatterer). As we
can see, for the low-frequency perfectly conducting example in Table 2a, the solver rapidly
converges to near machine precision (up to the conditioning of the linear system). For higher
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(a) The test geometry and data for λ = 6.0. (b) The test geometry and data for λ = 0.12.
Figure 4: The geometry for our convergence test: a 1-2 torus centered at the origin. Shown is
|ReEin| along the surface of the scatterer.
Table 2: Convergence results of the solver for scattering from a perfect electric conductor. In each
case, c0 = (0.19, 0.67, 1.00), r0 = 0.20, and the integral equation was discretized using 8th-order
hybrid Gauss-Trapezoidal quadrature rules [2].
(a) Geometry given in Figure 4 with λ = 6.0.
N L NL ResΓ t tGm Err(E) Err(H)
65 64 4,160 3.1E-05 0.6 0.04 1.1E-07 1.1E-07
129 128 16,512 2.2E-09 1.6 0.17 1.2E-09 1.1E-09
257 256 65,792 6.4E-15 12.8 0.57 1.6E-12 1.6E-12
513 512 262,656 3.9E-15 157.3 1.85 1.0E-12 1.0E-12
(b) Geometry given in Figure 4 with λ = 0.12.
N L NL ResΓ t tGm Err(E) Err(H)
65 64 4,160 3.1E-05 0.6 0.08 1.0E+00 1.0E+00
129 128 16,512 2.2E-09 1.8 0.25 1.0E+00 1.0E+00
257 256 65,792 6.4E-15 18.3 0.80 3.1E-01 1.8E-01
513 512 262,656 3.9E-15 415.5 3.09 6.1E-06 6.1E-06
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(a) Test geometry and exterior data with 0 =
39.48 and λ0 = 1.0.
(b) Test geometry and interior data with 1 = 2.47
and λ1 = 4.0.
Figure 5: The geometry for dielectric convergence tests, a 2.5-1 torus centered at the origin. Shown
is |ReH in| along the surface of the scatterer for both the interior data and exterior data. In each
case, ω = 1.0 and µ = 1.0.
frequency problems, as given in Table 2b the solver does not obtain any accuracy until the
discretization is sufficiently fine to resolve the data, at which point the solver begins to
converge rapidly. The time taken to construct the discretized integral equation also increases
for smaller wavelengths as more Fourier modes in the azimuthal direction must be used to
resolve the data. Lastly, note that the time required to evaluate the modal Green’s functions
is almost negligible, and scales linearly with the number of matrix entries. Most of the time
spent in the solver is in BLAS3 matrix-matrix multiplication. Similar results are obtained
in the case of the dielectric solver in Table 3. In this case, the error in the exterior was
computed on a sphere of radius 8 centered at the origin, and the error in the interior was
computed on a sphere of radius 0.15 centered at (0, 3, 0).
5.2 Varying the order of accuracy of the quadrature rule
We now investigate the effect of the order of accuracy of the quadrature rule on the achieved
precision, while also considering some more complicated geometries. We will use the scatterers
depicted in Figure 6, whose surfaces are given by(
r − r0
a
)p
+
(
z − z0
b
)p
= 1. (5.7)
Table 3: Convergence results of the solver for scattering from a dielectric region. The exterior test
field was generated from a current loop located at (2.83, 1.00, 0.10) with radius 0.20 and the interior
test field was generated from a current loop located at (−2.83,−1.00, 2.55) with radius 0.20. The
integral equation was discretized using 8th-order hybrid Gauss-Trapezoidal quadrature rules [2]. The
geometry and data are shown in Figure 5.
N L NL ResΓ t Err(E0) Err(H0) Err(E1) Err(H1)
65 64 4,160 6.2E-04 0.9 7.0E-02 2.2E-02 1.4E-04 5.3E-05
129 128 16,512 1.1E-06 8.3 5.4E-06 5.2E-06 3.0E-07 1.3E-07
257 256 65,792 5.7E-12 85.7 3.6E-09 3.6E-09 2.4E-10 1.5E-09
513 512 262,656 4.1E-15 768.5 1.3E-11 1.4E-11 9.4E-12 3.5E-12
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(a) Super-ellipse test geometry (a thick washer)
and data |ReEin| with b = 0.25 and λ = 1/32.
(b) Super-ellipse test geometry (a truncated pipe)
and data |ReEin| with b = 4.0 and λ = 0.06.
Figure 6: The test geometries for demonstrating convergence as a function of order of the discretization.
The generating curve (i.e. a slice of the above surface for fixed θ) is a super-ellipse in
the θz-plane. The parameter p controls the curvature at the corners, and a and b control
the aspect ratio. Geometries such as this are notoriously hard to resolve using equispaced
sampling schemes. This generating curve can be parameterized with respect to central angle
relative to (r0, 0, z0) as:
γ(t) =
(
r0 +
cos t
R(t)
)
r +
(
z0 +
sin t
R(t)
)
k, (5.8)
where
R(t) =
((cos t
a
)p
+
(sin t
b
)p)1/p
(5.9)
is the distance from the point (r0, 0, z0) to the boundary (in some θ-slice). This is not an
arclength parameterization. In the following calculations, we have set p = 6, (r0, 0, z0) =
(0.5, 0, 0), a = 0.25, and the curve has been discretized (i.e. resampled) in arclength. The
height parameter b is varied between experiments and given in the captions.
The column labelled λ denotes the wavelength, λ = k/2pi. As before, the columns
labelled N and L denote the number discretization points along the generating curve, in
the azimuthal direction, respectively. The columns labelled N/λ, L/λ, and D/λ denote
the number of discretization points per wavelength along the generating curve, the number
of discretization points per wavelength along the maximum circumference of the object
in the azimuthal direction, and the diameter of the smallest sphere enclosing the object
in wavelengths, respectively. The column labelled q denotes the order of accuracy of the
quadrature used [2] and t indicates the solution time in seconds.
We see in Table 4a similar accuracies in the solver at large wavelengths, independent
of the quadrature order. However, as the wavelength is decreased and the discretization is
refined (in order to maintain a constant number of points per wavelength), the 2nd order
scheme ceases to converge past a few digits. This is a well-known phenomenon encountered
in high frequency wave propagation problems: in order to maintain precision, the order of
accuracy of the discretization must be increased as the wavelength decreases (assuming, of
course, that the number of discretization points per wavelength is held constant).
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Results for a similar test on an elongated super-ellipse are contained in Table 4b. At
higher frequencies, this pipe-like geometry is particularly difficult to handle, as the interior is
many cubic wavelengths in size and is a nearly resonant cavity. This example illustrates the
importance of discretizing such problems using high-order methods. Table 4b shows accuracy
results for various order quadrature rules at a fixed discretization size for a relatively small
wavelength. With no extra computation time, many more digits of accuracy can be obtained
using a high-order discretization than a low-order one. In both examples the error in the
computed solution was determined at 50 points on a sphere of radius 8 centered at the
origin.
5.3 Computation of radar cross-section
With the previous high-order convergence results in mind, the canonical application of
integral equation-based solvers for electromagnetic scattering phenomena is the computation
of the radar cross-section (RCS) of an object. Essentially, the radar cross section characterizes
the far-field scattering response of an object to an incoming electromagnetic plane-wave and
is critical in inverse scattering and object recognition applications.
An incoming electromagnetic plane-wave propagating in the direction u with polariza-
tion p is given by
Ein(x) = p eiku·x,
H in(x) = u× p eiku·x, (5.10)
where it is assumed that u and p are unit vectors. In order for Maxwell’s equations to be
satisfied, we must have u · p = 0. The monostatic RCS (MRCS) of an object Ω degscribes
the backscatter of an object in the direction of propagation opposite that of the incoming
plane wave. For a body of revolution, it is standard to compute only the ϕ-dependence
(polar angle) of the MRCS, since for fixed ±z-polarizations the θ-dependence is constant
(due to rotational symmetry). Letting (ρ, ϕ, θ) denote the spherical coordinates with θ the
azimuthal angle, if we set the direction of propagation of the incoming plane-wave to be
u = − sinϕ i− cosϕk, then a horizontally-polarized plane wave is given by:
Ein(x) = j e−ik(x sinϕ+z cosϕ),
H in(x) = (cosϕ i− sinϕk) e−ik(x sinϕ+z cosϕ),
(5.11)
where as before, (i, j,k) are the unit vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system. As a
function of ϕ, the MRCS in this setup is then approximately [28, 29]:
MRCS(ϕ) ≈ 4piR2 |E(xR(ϕ))|
2
|Ein(xR(ϕ))|2
= 4piR2 |E(xR(ϕ))|2
(5.12)
since |Ein| = 1, where R is some fixed distance (set to be 10 in the subsequent experiments)
from the center of the object (assumed to be the origin of the coordinate system in this
example) and xR(ϕ) = R sinϕ i+R cosϕk. Take care to note that the observation point xR
lies in the direction opposite the direction of propagation of the incoming plane wave. Shown
in Figure 7a is a plot of the real-part of the induced generalized Deybe source ρ along Ω,
Re ρ (see equation (2.16)), and the real-part of the x-component of the total field, ReEtotx ,
along the enclosing walls. The incoming plane wave was assumed to be propagating in the
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direction (−1/√2, 0,−1/√2) with polarization (0, 1, 0). In Figure 7b we plot the MCRS
as a function of the polar angle of incidence, ϕ ∈ [0, pi], for various refinements of the
discretization. Following convention, we report the MRCS on a decibel scale: 10 log10MRCS.
In these examples, we set λ = 0.5 so that the pipe is approximately 16 wavelengths long.
The pipe was discretized with N = 129, N = 513, and N = 1025 points along the generating
curve, and L was set so as to maintain the same number of points per wavelength along the
azimuthal direction.
These experiments correspond to true scattering problems, for which the exact solution
Table 4: Accuracy results of the solver for PEC scattering from the super-ellipse geometry at
relatively high frequencies. The exterior test field was generated from a current loop located at
(0.47, 0.17, 0.10) with radius 0.1. The integral equation was discretized using varying orders of hybrid
Gauss-Trapezoidal quadrature rules [2]. The geometries and data are shown in Figure 6.
(a) Convergence for super-ellipse 1 in Figure 6a, maintaining a constant number of points per wavelength
along the generating curve (N/λ) and along the maximum circumference of the object in the azimuthal
direction (L/λ).
λ N N/λ L L/λ NL D/λ ResΓ q t Err(E) Err(H)
1/2 41 11.2 100 10.6 4,100 3.0 1.2E-02 2 0.4 4.7E-03 4.8E-03
1/4 81 11.1 190 10.0 15,390 6.1 3.5E-04 2 0.6 1.4E-03 1.4E-03
1/8 151 10.3 380 10.0 57,380 12.2 1.2E-06 2 2.1 5.9E-04 5.9E-04
1/16 301 10.3 760 10.0 228,760 24.5 8.4E-12 2 10.0 4.3E-04 4.3E-04
1/32 591 10.0 1510 10.0 892,410 49.0 6.8E-15 2 68.4 4.5E-04 4.5E-04
1/2 41 11.2 100 10.6 4,100 3.0 1.2E-02 4 0.2 2.4E-03 2.6E-03
1/4 81 11.1 190 10.0 15,390 6.1 3.5E-04 4 0.6 2.3E-04 2.3E-04
1/8 151 10.3 380 10.0 57,380 12.2 1.2E-06 4 2.0 3.8E-05 3.8E-05
1/16 301 10.3 760 10.0 228,760 24.5 8.4E-12 4 10.0 1.0E-05 1.0E-05
1/32 591 10.0 1510 10.0 892,410 49.0 6.8E-15 4 67.7 1.0E-07 1.0E-07
1/2 41 11.2 100 0.6 4,100 3.0 1.2E-02 8 0.2 1.9E-03 2.1E-03
1/4 81 11.1 190 10.0 15,390 6.1 3.5E-04 8 0.6 1.9E-05 2.0E-05
1/8 151 10.3 380 10.0 57,380 12.2 1.2E-06 8 1.9 9.1E-07 9.1E-07
1/16 301 10.3 760 10.0 228,760 24.5 8.4E-12 8 10.2 4.6E-08 4.6E-08
1/32 591 10.0 1510 10.0 892,410 49.0 6.8E-15 8 67.8 3.0E-08 3.0E-08
1/2 41 11.2 100 10.6 4,100 3.0 1.2E-02 16 0.2 1.9E-03 2.0E-03
1/4 81 11.1 190 10.0 15,390 6.1 3.5E-04 16 0.7 6.2E-06 7.1E-06
1/8 151 10.3 380 10.0 57,380 12.2 1.2E-06 16 2.2 1.6E-08 1.6E-08
1/16 301 10.3 760 10.0 228,760 24.5 8.4E-12 16 10.5 4.5E-10 4.5E-10
1/32 591 10.0 1510 10.0 892,410 49.0 6.8E-15 16 68.5 3.8E-10 3.8E-10
(b) Accuracy obtained for varying quadrature orders q in the discretization of the elongated
super-ellipse (truncated pipe) shown given in Figure 6b with λ = 0.06. The pipe is approximately
135λ long, making the scattering problem rather ill-conditioned.
λ N N/λ L L/λ NL D/λ ResΓ q t Err(E) Err(H)
0.06 1381 5.0 395 5.0 545,495 134.7 3.2E-07 2 483.5 1.3E-02 1.3E-02
0.06 1381 5.0 395 5.0 545,495 134.7 3.2E-07 4 504.2 1.2E-03 1.2E-03
0.06 1381 5.0 395 5.0 545,495 134.7 3.2E-07 8 491.5 1.9E-04 1.9E-04
0.06 1381 5.0 395 5.0 545,495 134.7 3.2E-07 16 486.6 1.1E-06 1.1E-06
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(a) The induced generalized Debye source ρ
and the total field on an enclosing box.
(b) The monostatic radar cross section of the pipe geometry
for a horizontally polarized incoming plane wave.
Figure 7: Plots of the scattered field from an incident plane wave and the monostatic radar cross
section for the pipe geometry.
is not known. Since the data are very regular and smooth (in fact smoother than the data in
the previous examples) the accuracy can be estimated from Table 4b. The accuracy can also
be estimated by a self-convergence study, as shown in the column labeled Err(MRCS) in
Table 5. This error is the relative `2 error in the quantity 10 log10MRCS. We see that the
errors are approximately commensurate with the geometry resolution, and comparable to
the results in the high-frequency case in the previous subsection. Furthermore, since we are
using a direct solver, the system can be set up and factored once, so that each subsequent
MRCS calculation merely requires the application of the inverse to a new right hand side,
greatly accelerating the calculation.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a direct solver based on the generalized Debye integral equation framework
for full electromagnetic scattering from perfect electric conductors or dielectric bodies which
are rotationally symmetric. Unlike most widely used formulations, our approach is invertible
for all passive materials at any frequency, and immune from both dense-mesh breakdown
Table 5: Data for the monostatic radar cross section plot in Figure 7b. The relative `2 error is
computed via a self-convergence test at 200 equispaced points in the polar angle direction at a
distance of R = 10.
λ N N/λ L L/λ NL D/λ ResΓ Err(MRCS)
0.5 257 7.8 77 8.2 19,789 8.1 1.2E-02 1.1E-01
0.5 513 15.5 154 16.3 79,002 8.1 1.2E-03 2.6E-03
0.5 1025 31.0 309 32.8 316,725 8.1 1.4E-05
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and topological low frequency breakdown.
The scheme makes use of separation of variables in the azimuthal direction, leading
to a collection of smaller, uncoupled integral equations on curves. The implementation
described in this work relies on a trapezoidal-based Nyström discretization, restricting its
applicability to geometries which are reasonably well-discretized using equispaced nodes in
some parameterization. Alternative discretizations and quadrature rules are required for
scatterers whose generating curves contain corner singularities, but the overall approach
would remain the same. For large scale problems, the bulk of the computation is spent in
BLAS3 routines, assembling the system matrix (due to the composition of several integral
operators in the representation). These matrix assembly steps are highly parallelizable.
We are presently working on implementing solvers for the generalized Debye integral
equations on more general (closed) surfaces in three dimensions.
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